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The 2017 Total Solar Eclipse is Coming

8/21/2017 There will be more informa on in future issues
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BAA Schedule of Astronomy Fun for 2016

Public Nights and Events
Public Nights ‐ First Saturday of the Month
September through October.

2016 Schedule of Events:
Sep 2/3/4: Black Forest (Rain Fest) Star Party Cherry Springs
Pa.
Sep 3: Public Night BMO
Sep 9 BAA Mee ng
Sept 10: Wilson Star Search
Oct 1: Public Night BMO
Oct 8: Wilson Star Search
Oct 14: BAA mee ng
Nov 11: BAA mee ng
Dec 9: BAA Holiday party
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Observatory Report
Summer is GONE :‐( The "Wild Day at Beaver Meadow" was lots of fun. Thanks to
Dennis B we had the Usual Great Picnic. The public night that followed was well a ended.
Probably had around 30 people a end. By the me this gets published we will have been to
the Black Forest (Rain Fest) Star Party. The weather has been HOT this year so Dennis B's do‐
nated A/C unit has had a workout. Life is good at the Obs. Farmer's Almanac is predic ng a
cold winter. (figure all the poli cal hot air gave us a hot summer, and hell's going to freeze
over know ma er who wins :‐)) So we are preparing covers for the roof rails so we do not
have to scrape them this winter. Will be fun to only have to dig our way in and get the heat‐
ers working without having to scrape the rails ‐ not a really safe job to do in the cold dark
winter night. This will necessitate a change in observatory opera ng procedures. There will
be a cover over the Open/Close bu ons for the roof indica ng the covers are ON. You will
have to remove the covers before opening the roof, and replace them a er closing the roof.
With any luck they will make using the Observatory a breeze in the winter. We expect to have
more than the normal fun this winter.
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ATTERNTION OBSERVATORY USERS ‐‐
Since we will start using the new rail covers star ng in November through March, I will be
changing the Observatory combina on to a new one on the first "Tues night at the Obs" in
Nov. If you are an observatory user and do not receive the new combina on by Nov 1, make
sure you have paid you dues, then give me a call.

Help Needed: Saturday October 1‐ There will be a clean and fix up day at the
Observatory, star ng around 2pm, followed by a bring a dish to pass picnic and public night.
We will be cleaning up, pain ng and repairing anything that needs to be done before winter.
Great me to learn how the Obs works and where things are "hidden".

Tues Night Imaging Group: Things are s

ll cook'in at the Obs on

Tues Nights, we have two projects going ‐ one is a folding table, and the other is Roof Rail Co‐
vers. When not imaging we are processing and working on projects.

Loaner scopes ‐ The Observatory has several loaner scopes you can check
out for 4 weeks. We have a Celestron 8" on a tracking German Equatorial Mount and a 6"
Dobson. If you wish to borrow one of these scope's see Daniel Marcus on a "Tues" night.

The cover photo is from Mike
Israel who recently purchased
an ASI1600 OSC camera. The
camera is 16 megapixels and
uses a 4/3" CMOS chip with
set-point cooling.

Here's the first completed project with the camera, consisting
of Ha and color data taken on
separate nights at BMO:
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Georges Lemaitre
Father of Big Bang Cosmology
By Randy Boswell

Most of us are familiar with the Big Bang, i.e., the idea that the universe originated out
of an inconceivably hot fireball of energy from whence all ma er and space came some 13.8
billion years ago. Yet too few are familiar with the author of this idea. The concept of a
star ng point for the existence of the universe came not as a result of the observed recession
of the galaxies by the astronomers Edwin Hubble and Vesto Slipher ‐ the conclusion being that
if the recession were reversed everything would converge at an origina ng point source. Ra‐
ther, the idea came from a Belgian Roman Catholic priest and astronomer named Georges Le‐
maitre.
Georges Henri Joseph Edouard Lemaitre was born on July 17, 1894 at Charleroi, Bel‐
gium. A er gradua on from secondary school he enrolled at the Catholic University of Leuveu
at age 17 to study civil engineering. At the outbreak of World War I in 1914, Lemaitre put
aside his studies to enlist in the Belgian army where he served as an ar llery oﬃcer.
A er the war, Lemaitre returned to Catholic University where he earned a Doctorate in
Mathema cs in 1920. At the same me he was pursuing his studies in mathema cs Lemaitre
was studying for the priesthood and was ordained a Priest in 1923. Therea er he went to
Cambridge University in England where he studied under the famous English astronomer Ar‐
thur Eddington. It was under Eddington that Lemaitre studied Einstein’s general rela vity field
theory; Eddington being considered an expert on the theory.
Einstein’s general field equa ons when applied to the universe as a whole showed it to
be either contrac ng or expanding. Lemaitre concluded from them that the universe is
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expanding at a rate of increase that is propor onal to the distance of the receding objects. Le‐
maitre outlined this idea in a 1927 paper en tled, “A homogeneous universe of constant mass
and growing radius accounƟng for the radial velocity of extragalacƟc nebulae,” which was
published in li le known journal, Annals of the ScienƟfic Society of Brussels. Lemaitre was
thus the first to derive what was to become known as Hubble’s Law two years before Edwin
Hubble provided observa onal evidence proving this to be the case. In 1929 Hubble used
Doppler shi and distance measurements to show that the radial recessional veloci es of gal‐
axies are directly propor onal to their distances.
Lemaitre’s proposal was a radical departure from the prevailing scien fic opinion. Most
scien sts at the me held to the no on of an unchanging universe known as a “steady state”
or “sta c universe”. Among those was Einstein. Accordingly, Einstein added a mathema cal
factor into his general rela vity field equa ons widely known as his famous cosmological con‐
stant or “fudge factor”. This was to counter the equa ons net outcome that the universe was
either contrac ng or expanding. Einstein later came to regret this decision and is reported to
have called it the greatest blunder of his life. Regarding this, Lemaitre a ended the Solvay
Conference of leading physicists in Brussels in 1927, the year his paper was published. Ein‐
stein encountered Lemaitre there and it is said that Einstein commented to Lemaitre on his
paper, sta ng: “Your calculaƟons are correct, but your grasp of physics is abominable.”

A er the publica on of his 1927 paper, Lemaitre went to study at the Massachuse s
Ins tute of Technology where he earned a Ph.D in Physics in 1931. That same year Lemaitre
was invited to a end a mee ng in London by the Bri sh Associa on to discuss the rela on‐
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ship between the physical universe and religion. And it was there that Lemaitre was the first
to propose the idea that the universe expanded from an ini al star ng point which he called
the “Primeval Atom” or “Cosmic Egg”. Lemaitre’s idea was that if the expansion of the uni‐
verse was in all direc ons, i.e., isotropic, then at some point in the past the universe began
from an extremely compressed state which resulted in an immense explosion from whence
the universe expanded. Lemaitre described his idea as “the Cosmic Egg exploding at the moment of the creaƟon.” Lemaitre gave a more detailed account that was published in the May
1931 edi on of the Bri sh science journal, Nature, under the tle, “The Beginning of the
World from the Point of View of Quantum Theory.”
Herein was the first explicit account of what would later become known as the Big Bang
Theory. In 1933 Lemaitre and Einstein jointly conducted a series of lectures in California. A er
Lemaitre explained his theory in one of his lectures on how the universe began Einstein is said
to have remarked: “This is the most beauƟful and saƟsfactory explanaƟon of creaƟon to
which I have ever listened.” It’s also been said that Einstein may not have been referring to Le‐
maitre’s theory in its en rety but instead to his conjecture that cosmic rays could be the le o‐
ver radia on from the ini al “explosion” ‐ an idea which was later disproved. Whatever the
case, by 1933 Lemaitre achieved interna onal recogni on and was described by newspapers
as the famous Belgian scien st and leader of the new cosmological physics.
In conclusion, Lemaitre forever changed cosmology. His conclusions posi ng a star ng
point for the universe known today as the Big Bang and its resultant isotropic expansion be‐
came the cardinal tenets of modern cosmology.
The phenomenon whereby the more distant an object is from us the faster it is reced‐
ing away from us, otherwise known as “Hubble’s Law” is widely a ributed exclusively to Ed‐
win Hubble. While Hubble provided the observa onal data to prove this, it was Lemaitre who
originally theorized this to be the case. Ironically, Hubble never accepted the idea of an iso‐
tropic expansion of the universe. Instead, he considered his Doppler shi data as signifying
only “apparent velociƟes” and a ributed them as “represenƟng a hitherto unrecognized prin7

ciple of nature.”
Lemaitre remained all his life as a professor of Physics at the Catholic University of Leu‐
ven un l his re rement in 1964 with the dis nc on of Professor Emeritus. That same year
two researchers at Bell Laboratories in New Jersey, Arno Penzias and Robert Wilson, discov‐
ered the cosmic microwave background radia on (CMBR), which vindicated the idea of the
Big Bang. In 1966 Lemaitre was informed of this discovery while in the hospital from suﬀering
a heart a ack. Lemaitre died two weeks later at the age of 71. This was a fi ng tribute to a
scien st who oﬀered profound insights on the universe while at the same me served as a
simple parish priest.
End.
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The Astronomical Events for September-November 2016
Universe Today (Complete list in January/February Issue)
September
01- An annular solar eclipse spans southern Africa and the Indian Ocean, centered on ~9:08 UT.
01- The final Callisto shadow transit of the current cycle occurs at ~10:30 UT.
02- The 1% illuminated Moon occults Jupiter for Central America at ~21:55 UT.
02- Neptune reaches opposition at 16:00 UT/2:00 PM EDT.
03- Asteroid 51 Nemausa occults a +7.6 magnitude star for western United States at ~10:02 UT.
03- The 5% illuminated Moon occults the planet Venus for the Arctic at ~10:31 UT.
16- A penumbral lunar eclipse occurs, centered on the Indian Ocean around ~18:55 UT.
21- The 70% illuminated Moon occults the star Aldebaran for southwestern Asia at ~22:37 UT.
22- The September equinox occurs at 14:21 UT, also marking GEO satellite flare and eclipse season.
29- Mercury reaches 17.9 degrees western elongation at ~1:00 UT/9:00 PM EDT (on the 28th).
29- The 2% illuminated Moon occults the planet Mercury at ~10:41 UT for South America.
30- The 1% illuminated Moon occults the planet Jupiter for Canada at 16:11 UT.

October
11- Mercury passes 51’ from Jupiter at ~9:00 UT/5:00 AM EDT.
12- Asteroid 9 Metis occults a +7.4 magnitude star for Europe at ~1:37 UT.
13- Asteroid 268 Adorea occults the bright +1.4 magnitude naked eye star Regulus for New Guiana at
~18:04 UT. The brightest star occulted by an asteroid in 2016.
15- Uranus reaches opposition at 10:00 UT/5:00 AM EDT.
16- Asteroid 7 Iris occults a +6.3 magnitude star for southern South America at 00:24 UT.
16- Supermoon 1 of 3 occurs at 23:37 UT, reaching perigee 19 hours after Full.
17- Double shadow transit (Ganymede-Europa) occurs at 20:59-22:11 UT.
19- The 83% illuminated Moon occults the star Aldebaran for North America at ~6:40 UT.
22- The Orionid meteors peak at 2:00 UT (10:00 PM EDT on the night of the 21st) with an estimated ZHR
= 25 favoring Europe and Africa.
24- Double shadow transit (Ganymede-Europa) occurs at 23:34-2:06 UT (on the 25th).
30- A ‘Black Moon‘ occurs, in sense of the second New Moon in a calendar month.
31- The most distant lunar apogee of the year, at 19:30 UT and 406,659 km distant.
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Eyes on Juno
A er a journey of more than 5 years, the Juno spacecra is ready for its detailed look at Jupi‐
ter, the largest planet in the solar system.
Using Eyes on the Solar System and simulated data from the Juno flight team you can ride
onboard the spacecra using “Eyes on Juno” on your Mac or PC.
In this interac ve visualiza on, you can ride along with the Juno spacecra in real‐ me at any
me during the en re mission. For example, watch the arrival at Jupiter on the 4th of July,
2016, or see Juno use Earth’s gravity as a slingshot to pick up speed, or just learn about the
science of Jupiter and about the spacecra itself. You can even turn on and oﬀ the magne c
field, aurorae, and the radia on belt, all in 3D! All of this and more is wai ng to be explored.
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Location / Time of Meetings: BAA meetings are held on the 2nd Friday of the month from September to
June starting at 7:30pm. Our meetings are held in room C122 of the Classroom Building at the Buffalo
State Campus. See map below, building 35.
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